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Introduction 
 
The Government of Ontario delivered its 2015 Budget on April 23, 2015. Direct quotes from the speech 
of the Ontario Minister of Finance, Charles Sousa, and the budget itself are included below.  
 
The most important developments for U.S. producers surround the province’s changes to its liquor 
distribution system, which follow like-minded reforms in other provinces. In the budget, Ontario 
pledges to allow up to 150 grocery stores to sell beer by May 1, 2017. This number would increase to 
450 over the next 10 years. There is no mention of origin requirements for this beer. By contrast, 
several measures meant to promote the domestic brewing industry were announced.  The Beer Store, 
one of two entities allowed to sell beer in the province, will offer small and craft brewers with 
manufacturing in the province of Ontario an opportunity to become shareholders. As well, craft 
brewers will be allowed to operate more than one on-site store if they have more than one 
manufacturing site.  Also, the province announced an additional three cents per litre tax on beer to 
take place in November 2015. Additional increases will take place annually until 2018.  
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The budget acknowledges the province will continue to work on the recommendations from the 
Premier’s Advisory Council on Government Assets. Among government entities covered by this study 
was the Liquor Control Board of Ontario.  The Advisory Council supported efforts of the LCBO to 
“modernize” and will engage wine and spirits stakeholders in the coming months. Future changes 
could include changes to its pricing and mark up systems. 
 
Other agricultural topics of interest in this year’s provincial budget include production insurance 
programs, progress on the Premier’s challenge to double the agri-food sector by 2020, interprovincial 
trade and the horse racing industry.  

Quotes from Budget Speech 
Delivered by Ontario Minister of Finance, Charles Sousa 
April 23, 2015 

“First, we’re modernizing Ontario’s distribution and sale of beer, improving choice and maintaining 
our social responsibility in the process. 

As part of this, for the first time in its history, Ontario will permit the sale of beer in grocery stores. 
We are doing this while taking the necessary steps to maintain social responsibility. 

It’s the biggest change in alcohol distribution and sale since the Prohibition era.” 

“We are also continuing to support growth and innovation in Ontario’s agriculture and agri-food 
industry with initiatives that support farmers and producers. 

Working together with the sector, we have already seen great progress. 

Between 2013 and 2014, the agri-food sector created over 17,000 net new jobs. Total employment 
rose to over 780,000, and exports increased by 5.5 per cent to almost $12.5 billion.” 

Quotes from 2015 Ontario Budget 
 
p. xix  

Reforming Beverage Alcohol Sales  
Ontario will permit the sale of beer in grocery stores for the first time in its history. Ontario is also 
entering into a new agreement with the owners of the Beer Store that returns the framework closer to 
its original cooperative roots, opening up ownership to small and craft brewers. At the same time, the 
LCBO will modernize its practices to improve the retail experience for all Ontarians. The Premier’s 
Advisory Council on Government Assets will continue to refine its recommendations on how to 
maximize value in the wine retailing sector. Selling alcohol is a public trust and the government will 

http://www.ontario.ca/government/premiers-advisory-council-government-assets
http://www.fin.gov.on.ca/en/budget/ontariobudgets/2015/statement.html
http://www.fin.gov.on.ca/en/budget/ontariobudgets/2015/papers_all.pdf
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continue to adhere to the principle of social responsibility supporting the safe consumption of alcohol 
in light of the expansion of alcohol distribution channels in the province.” 
 
p. 74 

 “Introduce competition into the retailing system by authorizing up to 450 Ontario grocery 
stores to sell beer subject to certain restrictions.  

 Support Ontario’s craft beer industry by reducing red tape and expanding retail opportunities 
for the sector.  

 Enter into a new, fundamentally revised Beer Framework with the Beer Store that balances the 
interests of government, taxpayers, brewers, restaurants and bars, and Ontario consumers in a 
socially responsible way.  

 Continue to modernize the LCBO’s retail practices and the retailing of wine and spirits to 
increase the benefit of the retail system for consumers, suppliers and all Ontarians.” 
 

p. 82-86  
“Recommendations for Beer Retailing and Distribution  
Unlocking the value of Provincial assets and redeploying that value to better serve the public is a 
responsible way of managing assets for the public good. In its initial report released in November 2014, 
the Council described Ontario’s beverage alcohol retail system as consisting of three quasi-monopolies: 
the privately owned Brewers Retail Inc., operating as the Beer Store, the Liquor Control Board of 
Ontario (LCBO) and off-site Winery Retail Stores. The Council believed the Province had an opportunity 
to retain the system’s efficiencies, enhance the customer experience, increase access in a managed 
and socially responsible way, and give taxpayers a fairer share of the benefits of the system, while 
keeping prices below the Canadian average. The government agreed with the Council’s initial findings 
and asked it to move to the second phase of its review. In this phase, the Council engaged more 
directly with the LCBO and key stakeholders to refine its findings. After considering the Council’s work 
and recommendations, the Province is developing a path forward for beverage alcohol retailing in 
Ontario to maximize returns to Ontario and create a fairer, more consumer-friendly retail system. 
 

Grocery Store Sales of Beer in Ontario  
The Province will authorize the sale of beer in grocery stores to improve consumer service, in a manner 
that meets the government’s social responsibility mandate for the sale of alcohol beverages in Ontario. 
Introducing competition into this retail market should incent innovation, while improving customer 
convenience. The government will move as quickly as possible to open up grocery store sales of beer in 
urban population centres across Ontario. The Province will work to have sales available in up to 150 
stores by May 1, 2017. Depending on consumer demand, up to 450 such stores could be put in place 
over the next 10 years. The government continues to be committed to social responsibility as it relates 
to beverage alcohol distribution. The LCBO and/or Alcohol and Gaming Commission of Ontario (AGCO) 
will oversee the sale of beer at grocers and the government will mandate in law that the sale of alcohol 
be restricted to set hours, that alcohol be placed in a designated section of each store, and that grocers 
implement the necessary staff training for the sale of alcohol to the public.  
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Ontario’s Craft Brewers  
Ontario benefits from a thriving craft beer industry that is creating jobs and providing increased choice 
to consumers. The government remains committed to supporting Ontario’s craft beer industry by 
reducing red tape and expanding retail opportunities. To meet this commitment, the Province is 
changing beer retailing in Ontario by:  

 Requiring the Beer Store to promote the sale of small brewers’ products through 
merchandising, promotion and the allocation of shelf space. All new private retailers will also 
be required to support the sale of small brewers’ products. 

 Allowing small brewers (under 25,000 hectolitres of annual production) to operate a second on-
site store if they have more than one production site, providing greater exposure to customers. 
This change will encourage new capital investments, create jobs and increase tourism 
opportunities for Ontario’s growing beer manufacturing sector, while enhancing the retail 
system for both consumers and manufacturers. 

 Directing the LCBO to amend its beer delivery policies to allow small beer manufacturers with a 
licensed production facility in Ontario and with annual worldwide beer production of less than 
150,000 hectolitres to arrange for pooled delivery of their products from their Ontario 
production facilities to the LCBO and licensed establishments (i.e., bars and restaurants) and to 
use third-party carriers and warehousing. This change will create opportunities for 
manufacturers to cut costs and streamline their business practices.  
 

The Beer Store  
The Council has successfully negotiated a framework of key principles with the Beer Store and its 
owners. The government has accepted the key principles and is now negotiating a New Beer 
Framework, a binding agreement based on these principles, with the Beer Store and its owners. 
The New Beer Framework will improve the fairness, transparency and consumer appeal of the Beer 
Store, while maintaining its operation as a low-cost, efficient distributor of beer in Ontario. Some of 
the key principles to be included in the New Beer Framework are:  

 Brewers with manufacturing facilities in Ontario can qualify for a meaningful opportunity to 
become equity shareholders of the Beer Store. All transactions between the Beer Store and 
its shareholders will be conducted in a transparent, auditable and commercially reasonable 
manner.  

 The Beer Store will operate under a new best practices governance structure that will 
provide fair representation for all shareholders and include independent directors 
representing the broader public interest. An independent Beer Store Ombudsperson will be 
appointed to ensure brewer and customer complaints are handled in an unbiased manner.  

 The Beer Store will spend $100 million in capital improvements over the next four years, 80 
per cent with respect to its retail stores. Customers will see more modern self-service and 
open-concept formats at stores.  

 Changes to the Beer Store’s retailing and marketing practices will ensure all brewers are 
treated fairly and will provide additional retail opportunities including:  

o Establishing a new category called “Craft”;  
o Dedicating a minimum of 20 per cent of shelf space to small brewers; 
o Allocating shelf space based on local market share adjusted for a brand’s growth; 
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o Providing additional merchandising, marketing and promotional activities and listing 
opportunities to all brewers, including growing brands and brewers; and 

o Introducing a new tiered rate sheet that will set fees for all brewers, resulting in 
lower service fees for small brewers than for larger brewers.  

 Implementing a two-year restriction on price increases for the Beer Store’s main brewers’ 
most popular beer products will keep the price of beer below the Canadian average. Beer 
prices will continue to be subject to annual minimum price increases to ensure responsible 
consumption.  

 Responding to consumer demands and preferences, the LCBO will conduct a 10-store pilot 
across Ontario to explore the viability of offering 12-packs. Based on an evaluation of the 
pilot, the Province will have the option to expand the sale of 12-packs in up to 60 stores.  

 Indexing the current 2015 LCBO cost of service charges on beer to inflation in subsequent 
years.  

 Renewing the Ontario Deposit Return Program contract (currently to end in February 2017). 
The Program will be extended to the end of the New Beer Framework on certain revised 
terms. The fee payable to the Beer Store will be reduced by approximately $1 million per 
year and the fee will no longer be indexed annually to inflation.  

 Adjusting the Beer Store’s policies for sales to certain small licensees (i.e., restaurants and 
bars) to allow them to buy up to 250 cases of beer a year at retail prices to better meet 
their inventory demands. This will provide a benefit to almost 9,000 of the province’s 
licensees.  
 

The New Beer Framework will be in effect for an initial period of 10 years, subject to a renewal 
for five years. This will provide for some degree of long-term stability for planning purposes, 
without locking in the proposed model. The government is introducing legislation to permit 
implementation of the Council’s findings.  
 

Government Revenues from the Sale of Beer  
The Province will introduce legislation to increase its annual revenues from all beer sold in Ontario by 
approximately $100 million, phased in over four years, by implementing a new three cents per litre 
beer charge in November 2015. The new charge will increase by three cents per litre every year until 
2018, or approximately 25 cents per 24-pack annually, on average. 

 

Council Next Steps  
Over the coming months, the Council will engage with wine and spirits stakeholders on reforms to their 
sectors. The LCBO will proceed with consumer enhancement initiatives, which are built into their 
2015–16 Business Plan. As this work progresses, the Council will continue to work with the LCBO on 
enhancing their pricing and mark-up strategies to better leverage their buying power in a transparent 
and rule-based manner.  

 
Social Responsibility Initiatives  
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Selling alcohol responsibly is a public trust that the government takes very seriously. As part of 
the Province’s efforts to ensure alcohol is sold in a socially responsible manner, the government 
will establish and enforce social responsibility standards for any new retailers of beverage 
alcohol. Additionally, the Province will move to rationalize the AGCO’s and LCBO’s oversight of 
beverage alcohol retailing in Ontario to, among other things, ensure all current and future 
activities are aligned to support the Province’s social responsibility goals and priorities. The 
Ministry of Finance will work with the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care to continue to 
develop initiatives to support safe consumption of alcohol, in light of the expansion of alcohol 
sales in Ontario.” 

P. 107 

“Growing Opportunities Interprovincially  
Interprovincial trade plays an essential role in the economy, supporting thousands of jobs across the 
province. In 2014, Ontario’s interprovincial exports of goods and services were valued at $134 billion. 
Quebec remains Ontario’s largest provincial export market, accounting for more than one-third of total 
interprovincial exports, followed by Alberta and British Columbia.  
Barriers to interprovincial trade can add unnecessary obstacles to doing business across Canada and 
hinder economic potential. Canada’s Premiers recognize this economic reality and are working 
together to strengthen and modernize the internal trade framework. Ontario is co-leading this renewal 
with Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Nova Scotia to secure an ambitious and balanced updated internal 
trade agreement that levels the playing field for trade within Canada.  
 

Ontario–Quebec Partnerships  
At a joint meeting of ministers held in Toronto in November 2014, the Premiers of Ontario and Quebec 
committed to reinvigorating the Ontario–Quebec Trade and Cooperation Agreement (OQTCA). The 
objectives include increasing regional trade and investment, enhancing the region as a centre of 
productivity and innovation, and promoting it as an export hub within Canada. The two provinces 
agreed to work together to:  

 Align OQTCA government procurement commitments with those of the CETA, to ensure that 
Ontario and Quebec suppliers are treated no less favourably than European Union suppliers in 
each other’s markets; 

 Enhance the OQTCA regulatory cooperation chapter to share information on proposed 
regulations and regulatory best practices, with a view to having a tangible impact on business; 
and  

 Explore opportunities to conduct joint trade missions for industries of mutual interest, or to 
countries or regions of mutual interest, with a view to leveraging existing resources and 
international linkages.  

 
Ontario and Quebec also signed agreements to work together to keep electricity affordable and 
reliable, tackle climate change, build modern infrastructure and support La Francophonie. The next 
joint meeting will take place in Quebec City later this year.  
 
See Chapter III: National Leadership — Strong Ontario, Strong Canada for more details about 
Ontario’s intergovernmental relations.” 
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p. 121 

“Enabling Long-Term Success for Ontario’s Horse Racing Industry  
The horse racing industry is vital to rural communities across Ontario and is an important part of 
Ontario’s rich heritage. The industry supports rural jobs and economic development in the agricultural 
sector, particularly as they relate to the horse breeding sector.” 

 
p. 123 

“Supporting the Agriculture and Agri-Food Sector 
Ontario’s agri-food sector, including both agricultural production and food 
processing, supports over 780,000 jobs and $34 billion in economic activity. 
The Province’s suite of business risk management programs helps farmers manage 
risks beyond their control, like fluctuating costs and market pricing. The 
government continues to support farmers through these programs and, through 
Agricorp, make changes to ensure it is meeting the needs of Ontario’s producers. 
Going forward, the Province will ensure that production insurance programs 
provide the funding and support that farmers need to mitigate risk 
 

The Premier’s Agri-Food Challenge  
Ontario’s diverse and dynamic agri-food sector, which ranges from farming and food processing to 
wholesale and retail food services, continues to advance. In October 2013, the Premier challenged the 
sector to double its growth rate and create more than 120,000 jobs by 2020. The industry is 
responding and making progress on these goals. Between 2013 and 2014, the agri-food sector created 
over 17,000 net new jobs, with total employment rising to over 780,000, and exports from the sector 
increased by 5.5 per cent to almost $12.5 billion. 
 
p. 228-229 

’ Revenue Changes Highlights of key 2014–15 revenue changes from the 2014 Budget forecast are 
as follows: 
 
… 
 

 Net income from the Liquor Control Board of Ontario is projected to be slightly higher, 
reflecting stronger sales, while net income from the Ontario Lottery and Gaming Corporation is 
projected to be lower, reflecting lower-than-anticipated sales, primarily in the lottery business” 
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p. 288 

Revenue  
 

 
 
 
 
p. 289 
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Expenses  
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p. 290 

Details of Other Expenses 
 

 
 


